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Eden

Every blade of grass has its angel that bends over it 
and whispers, ‘Grow, grow.’  ~ The Talmud

I want nothing more
than to watch the green
unfurl from the matte beige lawn
of last autumn

I can smell it when I
close my eyes

the green a rhapsody
of blinding awareness

its cool crispness
surrounds me in the cocoon
of an eleven year old’s
treasured memories

the image clings
like Pan’s shadow

stalking me
until there is only
the remembered breeze

deep churned earth
and toiled fields

those first shoots of tulips
and you can’t remember
their color, 
but you know their scent 
must be the way the angels smelled
from within your childhood dreams

and you breathe deeper
letting every blade fill your lungs

as heaven gives you one more breath
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No laws for Murphy

I wonder if Murphy has the keys 
to Pandora’s box
and I wonder why the stalker laws 
don’t apply to him  

sometimes I swear 
he sits on my couch 
in the quiet hours of darkness 
after we’ve all gone off to bed 
and sips brandy from a snifter 
warmed by the fire in my blood

he seems to be draining the essence 
from my soul, he’s become a grave robber, 
stealing the green baubles from my sockets  
leaving me with nothing 
but regrets and emptiness

I think he mills about the house 
in my husband’s slippers, 
shuffling across the hardwood floors 
disturbing my dreams,  
he seems to revel 
in the caustic destruction 
of my mortality, 

I think if he were a poet 
he could write a dissertation 
on the duality of man  
he would probably even win a Pulitzer for it, 
for he’s become very adept 
at sucking the happiness out of life, 

sometimes I wish he’d drink 
himself into a stupor 
and pass out on the Aubusson rug, 
that way I could roll him into it 
and dump his ass by the curb 
in front of someone else’s house  
my luck though, he’d wake without a hangover 
and like a well loved pet saunter up the drive 
a Cheshire grin arrayed across his features 
a twinkle in his eye
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Friend of Jack

you’ve gone off to the great mountain
again, camper warbling, spreading
dark grey wings across the miles
and I envy you the freedom

your journey leads you 
to Snake River, its
soul dark coils of black -

a fevered sun strikes
red fire on whitecapped rapids,
rafters will pray - some 
for the first time - 
for their fellows

mountain men will wander,
one hundred hunters on the prowl,
their life’s thunder pulsing 
like giant elk in autumn’s rut

I’ll think of you 
when you’re on some trail,
Indian-worn byways, trekking
first time hikers through 
the mother’s glory,

keeping watch for black bears 
and light encrusted mountain lions,
returning novices to base camp, leaving them
to ponder the greater probability
of their so-called life

and at night, as I’m watching
the neon lights puttied onto 
my ceiling, I’ll wonder 
if we both 
can find the north star
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Return to dust

so this is what dying feels like, 
decried the lonely bones.  
this descent into obliteration, 
marked only by temporal memories 
of the flesh, a grand abundance 
of nothingness where the heart ceases 
its paltry rhythms disrupting 
the flow of love and passion, 
faith and might, it becomes 
but a withering of skin and hope  

so too must I return 
from whence I became, 
for even butterflies must die
but what is this placidity
this complacent willingness 
for surrender,  can we not become 
but a single silhouette, etched forever 
in a glint of moonlight,  a shadow 
marked by opaque lines 
on a darkened city street
  
it is a return to twilight 
that I am seeking, a return 
to the pallet of the earth
for when I pass, it is dust 
I shall return to, and in that first breath 
of morning light you shall see me, 
sparkling like a sliver of gold  
gathering in the essence of light
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Ineptitude in Swahili

at times you get my blood boiling 
like sulfur in a lake  
it’s etched in my skin 
like drawings in the dirt; 
gritty and congestive  
and I swear at any given moment 
the top of my head will fly off 
as the anger that I’ve suppressed 
comes shooting out my mouth, 
like a caption hovering, filled 
with letters in bold, black ink; 
all stars and exclamations  
I’ll become animated 
by trivialities 
and lose my sense 
in the incomparable plight of belittling

we all become Neanderthals 
when speech has left us 
and communication shifts 
to the clubbing of one’s head
if I could speak to you in sign, 
allowing the simplicity of my thoughts 
to flow from my fingers, 
omitting the bluntness 
so like a child’s,
could you read between the lines?  
or does the lack of insightfulness 
clamor futilely in your ears?

Madame Korishkova I am not  
I do not read minds, palms 
or the secrets of the Tarot  
speak to me, 
for I presume nothing 
in the shaded grey 
of an uncertain universe 

the halls are not filled 
with moments in reverse  
the bird has not escaped 
its home in the linkage  
I’ve not sprouted two heads 
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and can no longer read Braille.  
your horse has left your gate 
but you’re still stuck inside, 
clinging to green railings, 
the crowd a cackle on the wind  
I suppose there is wisdom 
in Yin and Yang 
but serenity lies 
at the peak of a mountain 
I’ve yet to climb  
so, tell me 
tell me what you need...
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The pitfalls of lonely cowboys

I think the Marlboro Man’s horse 
kicked me in the head as I 
slouched from the saddle and fell 
to the ground in a resounding thud
my shoe was caught in the stirrup 
so he dragged me a few yards 
through the mire and gravel 
before leaving his hoof prints embedded 
into the side of my skull

like an old friend of bad influence 
he embraced me.  Reminding me 
of nefarious deeds on satin sheets 
and the warm halo of grey 
surrounding sated limbs.  A beacon 
in the twilight, or the coming of dawn 
mixed with the hint of latte mocha,
a subtle transgression 
ending a seven course meal

I thought I left Virginia along the roadway  
etched in a dusty rose nightgown
the darkness slimming her body 
as she faded into the endless highway
yet the flame of her hair haunts me  
her form, a scepter beneath the streetlights 
matches the haze of memories 
and tavern shadows

bedraggled I’ll find my way back 
to the mounting block and with my fingers 
as my visor I’ll block out that outlaw’s frame  
it will obscure the brim of his hat
the outline of muscled calves 
behind doe-skin chaps, and the click-click 
of his spurs as they echo in my subconscious  

he and Virginia will have to share round 
together as I attempt, once again, 
to ride off into the sunset 
on a Palomino of golden twilight
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On searching

My dear Colleen,
I thought of you again today, 
out there in the great green world 
of Yellowstone, miles between us, 
and yet friendship behind every rock  
You seem to be walking the great mile 
of endless searching, seeking 
a path or a pebble, on this 
infinite shore of hope.

Sometimes I envy you,
you with all your uncertainties
and freedoms; your ability 
to pick up and walk off
the ledges of earth that lead you 
from state to state.

Sometimes, I want join you
in the great dark forest,
feel the sun through vibrant leaves
and thick green foliage,
take my shoes off 
and rub my toes
in the thick brown earth.

I want to climb the smoke grey mountains, 
fight my lungs for each clear breath
and look beyond the pale horizon 
where all of life must come to rest

I took a break today – yes, for smoking –
say nothing of the health risks
for it’s the last vice left
to comfort me.

I watched the shade grow
and stretch in patchy hues 
of darkening black
through the open window, 
the breeze was light enough 
to hold the smoke,
and I imagined dancing
on each silver wisp 
as it carried me from my morning
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into the deep blue sky 
of the summer solstice.
 
I thought of us, our friendship,
each an individual with 
mangled pasts and the bridges
we have crossed to become something
resembling entire beings.

I wondered what kind of bridges 
had been built into our worlds
to bring us to each other;
arched or wooden, brick or steel.

And I wondered if, or how, God knows
when we truly need someone; a friend,
a guide, or just him, to show the way.

I wondered, is he there
with you now, as you amble through the forest, 
thirty pounds strapped to your back 
on a four mile hike?

Is he keeping you safe and fed as you hunger 
for self-fulfillment? And I wondered,
would the air, the earth, the freedom
show you what you’re searching for?
And if you find it,
would you show me the way
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Driving the dog

I saw winter in the eye
of spring’s failing, grew
mesmerized by the dust
now swarming 
an eight a.m. sun.

gathered mittens and scarf
to extremities, filled my lungs
with the artic chill that remained
like an old boyfriend’s shirt,
hanging forever in winter’s closet
and anxiously waited 
for the robins to start 
their red-breasted show.

I watched a blue van
on a side street named Juniper;
the buses run, the work traffic
flowing like broken ice chunks 
on yesterday’s frozen river,

held coffee and cigarette, steering wheel 
and orange-flavored gloss, waited
with the patience of a four year old
for my turn at the stop, the sun to shine,
this semi-blizzard to end,
and finally stared transfixed,

collie passing at passenger window,
window at three quarter mast,
snout to the wind, scenting the air.

his tongue lolled,
spittle in the breeze, and I wondered
if dogs could taste 
the first rush of a season.
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This side of the rainbow

in the late afternoon
he would wind up the clock
before retiring 
to his favorite green chair;
the arms worn from touching,
his head held with care.

it was summer in the midwest,
the tiny window air conditioner
cranking out coolness in fickle drops,
the carpet rough as pebbled cement,
but nobody cared – it was too hot to move.

I’d climb into the nook of his shoulder;
a pillow made by angels
with the steady firmness
one would expect of God’s hands,
I’d listen to his shallow breathing
and know a peace one wouldn’t expect
this side of any rainbow.

before dusk settled
we’d climb aboard the iron see-saw;
Tuscan Brown; New Mexico Sunset,
and we’d spin and bounce 
like jumping beans held too long
in a fresh-packed tin can.

grandpa would be in the garage;
his last vestige from unruly grandchildren,
dinner preparations and talk 
only mothers and daughters can comprehend.

he’d be out there every day tinkering,
the empty gray warehouse outback a reminder
of things that had passed before, the town
losing jobs and neighborhood crime
rising like mercury, but he’d be out there daily,
grinding some tool, sorting some screw,
teaching us a regard for simplicity,

that someday we’d finally understand.
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Imaginary bait

I thought of you on the bank
of the pond; water reeds stretching,
faded reflection on taupe-murky tarn, sleeves
pulled back, bobber in your palm,
slipknot a sinker, baiting the hook
 
he waited, hummed
like the locusts deep in the weeds, 
mid-day sun warming both your skins
as innocent admiration lighted his eyes; 
a soft powder blue that makes the sky jealous

I realized in a moment
a profound sense of loss,
a passing or passage, slipped
quickly like falling, 
or the end of a day 

the croppy were playing
with blue-gill and walleye, darting
your hooks and sunken trees limbs,
the murky silt stirring
with every fin thrust

I felt his laughter 
through the distance, 
saw his smile
in the depth of a cloud,

clung to memories as though
each an oasis; his head 
to my heart
as I rocked fears away 

he said it was his job
to grow up, to move 
beyond Hot Wheels and G.I. Joe,
Legos and stuffed animals
we’ve now stored away,

yet I recall the picture
of that first fishing pole
clutched in small fingers,
casting imaginary bait
from the bank of my heart
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Poem for the keepers of the light

it is not enough
to go down to the waters edge
and feel the cool water
on the paleness of skin

nor is it enough
for the dark shale of a cliffside
to hold secrets 
like whispers when 
the sun finally gives in

yet when dusk unfolds
its crimson-wove blanket,
shakes up the heavens,
and all of the seagulls
call it a night

the sea will hide moonlight;
no quarters, no change,
each captain and schooner dry docked 
as towns lock their shutters,

build pyres of sweet timber
and wait for the brewing
of storms, mead, and grains

yet in each terrible, cold trashing,
where beaches lose lodging
and crabs cling for life
the storms will wash away the darkness
and in the letting become
but a beautiful rain
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Crickets don’t sing the blues

I remember playing hopscotch 
on the pebbled slab of our front walk, 
and red light - green light 
in the cool green grass of our fenced-in yard;
each crisp blade between my toes 
a cool memory that moves me,

looking back through those childhood visions;
tinted gold like pixie dust in lush green hollows,
where fairy children danced 
beside the shores of crystal blue lakes,

the pages turn like a storybook and I remember 
where all the wild things went 
when dawn broke across the skyline 
and shattered nightmares with its roar

and still the memories drift like pollen, 
and dance the sky like bumble bees, and somewhere 
down the street the neighbor kids are laughing,

stirring up happiness, or stuffing away forgotten
tragedies,
and I remember being eight and playing news crew 
in our basement where we reported rainbows 
for the six o’clock feature story,

when I was ten I wanted to camp in the Outback,
hunt for wildebeest in the far reaches of Africa,
at sixteen a rock star; sport a Harley 
and get ten tattoos, 

I even wrote songs on Satan,
purged the darkness of youth 
with words I don’t remember,
in long forgotten poems I did not share,

but the crickets don’t sing the blues mother 
in their jazz club beneath the moon
and the sultry summer music 
sways the willows to its beat
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and I remember different memories from dark dreams 
that cannot speak, and when the sand passes slowly 
through the hours that tick by like a locust chirp,

the children grow restless in their village by the 
sea,
searching for marbles, happy thoughts 
and anything with enough magic
to make them fly like lightning bugs, 
glowing brightly in the sky,

and I think that maybe someday, when we’re older
and someone has sifted through all that sand
we might build small bridges that lead to happy
endings,

but for now I still hear crooning, set to bass and
trumpet’s roll
and the jazz is wafting sadly through tall grasses,
cool and green,
where the crickets are playing loudly in their
nightclub out my backdoor
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Poem for the searching

January, and the cold can fall no further
than the outstretched limbs
of barren maple and oaks

Exhaust and breath mingle 
in a dance of dark shadows
and the squirrels 
wrap their faces 
in grey fur for its warmth

If I went down to the river
and shed my layers; cloak
and blue sweater, peach skin
and white bone,

the water could reject me
or just pull me under;
grey gurgle, brown shimmer;
the dark depths of Rock River

My essence would wander
like walleye; silver eyes
to black moon

I could feed off the bottom,
know its sustenance and freedom
before casting me out

I would shoot like a comet
into some constellation;
Orion the hunter, Merope
his love

before returning like rainfall;
soft in its shudder of April’s
cool rain, gather my belongings;

some knight upon a quest,
and go searching for springtime
beneath the molded wet leaves 

of last autumn’s surrender
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Soul searching

you left in the evening
assorted layers your lone protection
against nights so cold
even the snow glistens restlessly
beneath streetlight
and moonlight
and the tar of the road

you sought your soul
as though an angel
searching the feeling of flesh
and I wondered how night looked

through barren trees 
and winter laden fields
Orion shining 
beneath a quicksilver moon

I thought of that first breath of air
filling your lungs
with its cold tendrils of want
as you took to waiting
a soldier of fortune
as time stands in passing
like the warriors
who have all gone before

winter does that
leaves us wanting
a January thaw
waiting
for ice floes
on rivers to crack 
against the weight of the sun

yearning 
for the stag to wander
into the sight of a bow
and your soul to slip
into your body
at last one
in the reflection
of obsession’s dark eyes
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return to the Garden of Eden

sometimes, when it rains,
I want to slide my skin off,
fold it neatly and let it rest
on the edge of my work desk, glide 
towards the sliding glass door
and shed my bones 
like work-worn shoes.

I want to walk out into a sunset, 
heavy with a spill of crimson, 
throw my essence into the wind, 
float just beyond the yard’s dark ledge, 
and feel the distance in a mile.

I want to dig my way 
through a forest of peat moss, 
bare the thick black earth below
as I gouge my fingers 
through layers of suffering
and come to know the dying.

I want to lie down in the dark soil, 
fold it back into my being 
as I watch the sky shed
my recouped tears.

I want to fill the night with 
lamplight till it grows to become
the morning, pick up my bones
at my homecoming and slowly
slide back into each layer,

finally knowing

the ease of each surrender.
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